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Rules of LawRules of Law

The Juvenile Justice System is The Juvenile Justice System is 

a unique combination of civil anda unique combination of civil and

criminal law.  See TFC 51.17.criminal law.  See TFC 51.17.

Rules of LawRules of Law

�� Rules of Law Applicable in Juvenile Rules of Law Applicable in Juvenile 

CasesCases

–– The Juvenile Justice Code (Title 3 of the The Juvenile Justice Code (Title 3 of the 

Texas Family Code)Texas Family Code)

–– The Texas Penal CodeThe Texas Penal Code

–– The Texas Rules of Evidence The Texas Rules of Evidence 

–– The Texas Rules of Civil and Criminal The Texas Rules of Civil and Criminal 

ProcedureProcedure

JUVENILE COURT JUVENILE COURT 

JURISDICTIONJURISDICTION

In Tarrant County, the designated Juvenile In Tarrant County, the designated Juvenile 

Court is a Family Court (the 323Court is a Family Court (the 323rdrd) which ) which 

also handles a significant child welfare and also handles a significant child welfare and 

child adoption caseload.  child adoption caseload.  

SPECIAL LANGUAGESPECIAL LANGUAGE

Criminal activity is called either engaging in Criminal activity is called either engaging in 

““delinquent conductdelinquent conduct”” or engaging in or engaging in 

““conduct indicating a need for supervisionconduct indicating a need for supervision””.  .  

Being found Being found ““guiltyguilty”” is called either is called either 

““adjudicated delinquentadjudicated delinquent”” or found to be a or found to be a 

““child in need of supervisionchild in need of supervision””..

WHAT IS DELINQUENCY?WHAT IS DELINQUENCY?

�� Delinquent Conduct is (generally) Delinquent Conduct is (generally) 

conduct that:  conduct that:  

–– Violates a penal law of this State or the Violates a penal law of this State or the 

U.S. that is punishable by U.S. that is punishable by imprisonmentimprisonment

or by or by confinement in jailconfinement in jail; and; and

–– ContemptContempt of Court (in JP and Municipal of Court (in JP and Municipal 

Court for all matters, and in County Court Court for all matters, and in County Court 

for finefor fine--only conduct); andonly conduct); and



WHAT IS DELINQUENCY?WHAT IS DELINQUENCY?

–– Jailable Traffic Offenses Jailable Traffic Offenses under Chapter under Chapter 

729 of the Transportation Code (Racing, 729 of the Transportation Code (Racing, 

etc.); andetc.); and

–– 33rdrd DUIDUI--MinorMinor..

WHAT IS DELINQUENCY?WHAT IS DELINQUENCY?

�� Delinquent Conduct specifically Delinquent Conduct specifically 
excludesexcludes::

–– all all nonnon--jailable traffic offenses jailable traffic offenses under under 
Section 729 of the Transportation Code; Section 729 of the Transportation Code; 
andand

–– all all violations of city/town traffic violations of city/town traffic 
ordinancesordinances. . 

WHAT IS CONDUCT INDICATING A WHAT IS CONDUCT INDICATING A 

NEED FOR SUPERVISION?NEED FOR SUPERVISION?

�� Conduct Indicating a Need for Conduct Indicating a Need for 
Supervision (or CINS) is (generally) Supervision (or CINS) is (generally) 
conduct, conduct, other than a traffic offenseother than a traffic offense, , 
that: that: 

–– Constitutes a State Constitutes a State misdemeanormisdemeanor
punishable by punishable by fine onlyfine only; or; or

–– That violates a That violates a local ordinancelocal ordinance..

WHAT IS CONDUCT WHAT IS CONDUCT 

INDICATING A NEED FOR INDICATING A NEED FOR 

SUPERVISION?SUPERVISION?
�� CINS CINS also includes also includes conduct such as:conduct such as:

–– TruancyTruancy

–– RunawayRunaway

–– HuffingHuffing offensesoffenses

–– Certain Certain violationsviolations of of School Rules School Rules and and 

Court Orders, Court Orders, 

–– Prostitution, and Prostitution, and 

–– SextingSexting

SPECIAL LANGUAGESPECIAL LANGUAGE

–– A A ““juvenilejuvenile”” is defined as a child 10 years is defined as a child 10 years 

of age through age 16. of age through age 16. 

�� Once the child is 17, he/she becomes an Once the child is 17, he/she becomes an 

““adultadult”” for criminal purposes.for criminal purposes.

�� If a person is below the age of 10, he/she If a person is below the age of 10, he/she 

CANNOT be prosecuted in juvenile court for CANNOT be prosecuted in juvenile court for 
activity that is covered by activity that is covered by ““delinquent delinquent 

conductconduct”” or or ““conduct indicating a need for conduct indicating a need for 

supervisionsupervision””. . 

CRIME PREVENTIONCRIME PREVENTION

Section 51.01 of the Texas Family Code Section 51.01 of the Texas Family Code 

tells us how the Texas Legislature wants us tells us how the Texas Legislature wants us 

to interact with children in the Juvenile to interact with children in the Juvenile 

Justice system:  Justice system:  

––They want us to provide for the protection of the They want us to provide for the protection of the 

public and public safety, andpublic and public safety, and

––They want us to promote the concept of They want us to promote the concept of 

punishment for criminal acts, butpunishment for criminal acts, but

––They want to remove the taint of criminality from They want to remove the taint of criminality from 
children, where appropriate.children, where appropriate.



CRIME PREVENTIONCRIME PREVENTION

To accomplish this, they want us to  To accomplish this, they want us to  

provide provide treatment, training, and treatment, training, and 

rehabilitation rehabilitation relating to the childrelating to the child’’s conduct s conduct 

that:that:

�� Emphasizes Emphasizes accountabilityaccountability and and responsibilityresponsibility

�� For For bothboth the parent the parent andand the child the child 

CRIME PREVENTIONCRIME PREVENTION

–– They also want us to focus on providing for the They also want us to focus on providing for the 
care of the childcare of the child, providing for the , providing for the protection of protection of 

the childthe child, and providing for the wholesome , and providing for the wholesome 

moral, mental, and physical moral, mental, and physical development of the development of the 

childchild. . 

–– And they want us to do all of the above in a And they want us to do all of the above in a 

family environment whenever possible family environment whenever possible –– only only 

removing a child from home when it is necessary removing a child from home when it is necessary 

for the childfor the child’’s welfare or in the interest of public s welfare or in the interest of public 
safety.safety.

CRIME PREVENTIONCRIME PREVENTION

�� The above goals are accomplished in many ways, The above goals are accomplished in many ways, 

but most often through providing services to the but most often through providing services to the 

Child and the ChildChild and the Child’’s family s family throughthrough the use of the use of 

services available through juvenile services available through juvenile ProbationProbation.  .  

�� Probation can last until:Probation can last until:

–– 1818thth birthdaybirthday, if indeterminate, or , if indeterminate, or 

–– up to 10 yearsup to 10 years, if determinate, if determinate.  .  

CRIME PREVENTIONCRIME PREVENTION

�� Available Programming Includes:Available Programming Includes:

–– DrugDrug education, drug counseling and outeducation, drug counseling and out--

and inand in--patient drug treatment.patient drug treatment.

–– AngerAnger management programs.management programs.

–– ParentingParenting classes.classes.

CRIME PREVENTION CRIME PREVENTION 

SERVICESSERVICES

–– Alternative Alternative educationeducation services.services.

–– Mental HealthMental Health referrals and services.referrals and services.

–– AdvocateAdvocate programs.programs.

–– FamilyFamily Preservation programs.Preservation programs.

–– Intensive Supervision and Electronic Monitoring Intensive Supervision and Electronic Monitoring 
programsprograms…………andand

CRIME PREVENTION CRIME PREVENTION 

PLACEMENTSPLACEMENTS

�� Residential Placements Residential Placements 

–– general ones like placement at a Boys or general ones like placement at a Boys or 

Girls Ranch, and Girls Ranch, and 

–– specialized ones like inspecialized ones like in--patient programs patient programs 

for sex offenders.for sex offenders.



CRIME PREVENTION CRIME PREVENTION ––

ADDITIONAL MEASURESADDITIONAL MEASURES

�� However, we also employ Punitive However, we also employ Punitive 

Measures, such as: Measures, such as: 

–– Commitment to the Texas Juvenile Justice Commitment to the Texas Juvenile Justice 

Department (up to age 19)Department (up to age 19)

–– Determinate Sentencing (up to 40 years)Determinate Sentencing (up to 40 years)

–– Certification Certification -- trial as an Adult (up to Life in trial as an Adult (up to Life in 

prison)prison)

PROCESSPROCESS

�� How does a case work its way through How does a case work its way through 

the Juvenile Justice System?the Juvenile Justice System?

PROCESSPROCESS

�� The first steps involve law The first steps involve law 
enforcement and juvenile probation enforcement and juvenile probation 
departments.departments.

�� Most cases involving juvenile offenders Most cases involving juvenile offenders 
are disposed of without ever being are disposed of without ever being 
referred to a prosecutor.referred to a prosecutor.

�� How?How?

PROCESSPROCESS

�� Police dispositions (warnings, referrals to Police dispositions (warnings, referrals to 
First Offenders Programs, Community First Offenders Programs, Community 
Courts, schools, other agencies, etc.).  Courts, schools, other agencies, etc.).  
WhatWhat’’s left goes to:s left goes to:

�� Probation departments, who often make Probation departments, who often make 
intake dispositions such as mediation, intake dispositions such as mediation, 
deferred prosecution, referrals to CPS, deferred prosecution, referrals to CPS, 
MHMR, counseling services, etc.  WhatMHMR, counseling services, etc.  What’’s left s left 
goes to the DA, CDA, or CA.goes to the DA, CDA, or CA.

INTAKEINTAKE

�� What is left goes to the ProsecutorWhat is left goes to the Prosecutor’’s s 
Office, which reviews each case to Office, which reviews each case to 
determine whether there is probable determine whether there is probable 
cause to believe that: cause to believe that: 

–– the Child has engaged in delinquent the Child has engaged in delinquent 
conduct or conduct indicating a need for conduct or conduct indicating a need for 
supervision, orsupervision, or

–– if the Child is on probation, whether the if the Child is on probation, whether the 
Child has violated a term or condition of Child has violated a term or condition of 
probation.probation.

INTAKEINTAKE

�� If there is no Probable Cause, then the If there is no Probable Cause, then the 
case is rejected.case is rejected.



INTAKEINTAKE

�� Once Probable Cause has been Once Probable Cause has been 
established, the Prosecutor then has established, the Prosecutor then has 
to make a decision on whether to to make a decision on whether to 
prosecute this child for these particular prosecute this child for these particular 
actions.  Can either:actions.  Can either:

–– Reject the case, or Reject the case, or 

–– Go forward with prosecution in a number Go forward with prosecution in a number 

of different ways.of different ways.

TYPES OF PROSECUTIONTYPES OF PROSECUTION

�� Supervisory Caution Supervisory Caution –– counsel and releasecounsel and release

�� Deferred Prosecution (DPP) Deferred Prosecution (DPP) –– this is NOT DFAJ.  this is NOT DFAJ.  

Informal, 6 month supervision Informal, 6 month supervision –– typically used with typically used with 
first time offenders on less serious fact patternsfirst time offenders on less serious fact patterns

�� File a Petition Regarding Child Engaged in File a Petition Regarding Child Engaged in 
Delinquent Conduct/CINS Conduct Delinquent Conduct/CINS Conduct –– file chargesfile charges

�� Motion to Modify Disposition Motion to Modify Disposition –– probation revocation probation revocation 

PROBATIONPROBATION

�� Probation is the only option for a child Probation is the only option for a child 
with a Misdemeanor charge, but is with a Misdemeanor charge, but is 
available for all offenses (up through available for all offenses (up through 
Capital Murder!).  Capital Murder!).  

�� Normally for a period of 1 year (unless Normally for a period of 1 year (unless 
it is a sex case or a determinate it is a sex case or a determinate 
sentence).sentence).

INDETERMINATE INDETERMINATE 

COMMITMENT TO TJJDCOMMITMENT TO TJJD

�� If the offense is a felony, then the If the offense is a felony, then the 

child can receive an Indeterminate child can receive an Indeterminate 

Commitment to TJJD.  This is a Commitment to TJJD.  This is a 

commitment for an indefinite period of commitment for an indefinite period of 

time which can last until the childtime which can last until the child’’s s 

1919thth birthday.birthday.

�� TJJD decides length of stay.TJJD decides length of stay.

INDETERMINATE INDETERMINATE 

COMMITMENT TO TJJDCOMMITMENT TO TJJD

�� When is it used?  When is it used?  

�� Only when probation resources are Only when probation resources are 

inadequate and the Court finds that:inadequate and the Court finds that:

–– 1.  It is in the Child1.  It is in the Child’’s best interest to be s best interest to be 

placed outside the home.placed outside the home.

INDETERMINATE INDETERMINATE 

COMMITMENT TO TJJDCOMMITMENT TO TJJD

�� 2.  That reasonable efforts were made to 2.  That reasonable efforts were made to 

prevent or eliminate the need for the Childprevent or eliminate the need for the Child’’s s 

removal from the home and to make it removal from the home and to make it 

possible for the Child to return to the Childpossible for the Child to return to the Child’’s s 

home, and home, and 

�� 3.  The Child, in the Child3.  The Child, in the Child’’s home, cannot be s home, cannot be 

provided the quality of care and the level of provided the quality of care and the level of 

support and supervision that the Child support and supervision that the Child 

needs to meet the conditions of probation. needs to meet the conditions of probation. 



INDETERMINATE INDETERMINATE 

COMMITMENT TO TJJDCOMMITMENT TO TJJD

�� Basically, this is the last resort short of Basically, this is the last resort short of 

a Determinate Sentence or a Determinate Sentence or 

prosecution as an Adult.prosecution as an Adult.

ADDITIONAL MEASURESADDITIONAL MEASURES

�� If the case involves a new offense If the case involves a new offense 
rather than a probation violation, there rather than a probation violation, there 
are two potential additional steps are two potential additional steps 
depending on the age of the Child and depending on the age of the Child and 
the offense being charged. the offense being charged. 

DETERMINATE SENTENCE DETERMINATE SENTENCE 

AND CERTIFICATIONAND CERTIFICATION

�� Those two steps are:Those two steps are:

–– DETERMINATE SENTENCING; andDETERMINATE SENTENCING; and

–– CERTIFICATION.CERTIFICATION.

DETERMINATE DETERMINATE 

SENTENCINGSENTENCING

�� Available in certain felony offense Available in certain felony offense 

categories categories –– ““Violent and Habitual Violent and Habitual 

OffendersOffenders””.  TFC 54.035..  TFC 54.035.

�� Requires Grand Jury Approval. Requires Grand Jury Approval. 

DETERMINATE DETERMINATE 

SENTENCINGSENTENCING

�� If approved by the Grand Jury (or agreed to by the If approved by the Grand Jury (or agreed to by the 
Child), a Determinate Sentence gives the Court or Child), a Determinate Sentence gives the Court or 

Jury expanded sentencing options.Jury expanded sentencing options.

If the Child is found delinquent, the child can be If the Child is found delinquent, the child can be 

assessed a sentence of up to: assessed a sentence of up to: 

�� 10 years on Probation, or 10 years on Probation, or 

�� up to 10, 20, or 40 years confinement.up to 10, 20, or 40 years confinement.

DETERMINATE DETERMINATE 

SENTENCINGSENTENCING

�� If probation, the child will start off on juvenile If probation, the child will start off on juvenile 
probation and may be transferred to adult probation and may be transferred to adult 
probation on the childprobation on the child’’s 19s 19thth birthday.  Transfer birthday.  Transfer 
requires a request from the prosecutor, followed by requires a request from the prosecutor, followed by 
a hearing (akin to a bench trial) in Juv. Court.a hearing (akin to a bench trial) in Juv. Court.

�� If a commitment, the sentence will start off at TJJD If a commitment, the sentence will start off at TJJD 
and may be transferred to the adult prison prior to and may be transferred to the adult prison prior to 
the childthe child’’s 19s 19thth birthday.  Transfer requires a birthday.  Transfer requires a 
request from TJJD, followed by a hearing (akin to a request from TJJD, followed by a hearing (akin to a 
bench trial) in Juv. Court.bench trial) in Juv. Court.



CERTIFICATIONCERTIFICATION

�� Certification is the process whereby the Certification is the process whereby the 

Juvenile Court makes a decision to WAIVE Juvenile Court makes a decision to WAIVE 

its exclusive jurisdiction and transfer the its exclusive jurisdiction and transfer the 

case to ADULT Criminal Court for case to ADULT Criminal Court for 

Prosecution as an ADULT.Prosecution as an ADULT.

�� Certification is only available under limited Certification is only available under limited 

circumstances.circumstances.

CERTIFICATIONCERTIFICATION

�� Those circumstances are:Those circumstances are:

�� 1.  If the child is 14 or older at the time of 1.  If the child is 14 or older at the time of 
the offense and the offense is:the offense and the offense is:
–– A.  A Capital FelonyA.  A Capital Felony

–– B.  An Aggravated Controlled Substance FelonyB.  An Aggravated Controlled Substance Felony

–– C.  A First Degree Felony.C.  A First Degree Felony.

CERTIFICATIONCERTIFICATION

�� 2.  If the child is 15 or older at the 2.  If the child is 15 or older at the 

time of the offense and the offense is:time of the offense and the offense is:
–– A.  A Second Degree FelonyA.  A Second Degree Felony

–– B.  A Third Degree FelonyB.  A Third Degree Felony

–– C.  A State Jail Felony.C.  A State Jail Felony.

�� 3.  3.  There cannot have been an adjudication There cannot have been an adjudication 

hearing concerning this offense prior to the hearing concerning this offense prior to the 

certification decision.certification decision.

CERTIFICATIONCERTIFICATION

�� In making a Certification Decision, the In making a Certification Decision, the 
Court considers the following:Court considers the following:

–– A.  A.  Whether the offense was against a person or Whether the offense was against a person or 
against property against property –– greater weight being given to greater weight being given to 
crimes against persons.crimes against persons.

–– B.  The sophistication and maturity of the Child.B.  The sophistication and maturity of the Child.

CERTIFICATIONCERTIFICATION

–– C.  The record and previous history of the C.  The record and previous history of the 
Child, andChild, and

–– D.  The prospects of adequate protection D.  The prospects of adequate protection 
of the public and the likelihood of the of the public and the likelihood of the 
rehabilitation of the Child by the use of rehabilitation of the Child by the use of 
procedures, services, and facilities procedures, services, and facilities 
currently available to the Juvenile Court.currently available to the Juvenile Court.

CERTIFICATIONCERTIFICATION

�� If the Child is If the Child is ““CertifiedCertified”” as an adult, as an adult, 
then the case is transferred to the then the case is transferred to the 
adult system for prosecution there adult system for prosecution there ––
and the case essentially starts over.and the case essentially starts over.

�� If the Court does NOT waive its If the Court does NOT waive its 
jurisdiction, then the case is retained jurisdiction, then the case is retained 
and the Child is prosecuted through and the Child is prosecuted through 
the Juvenile Court.the Juvenile Court.



CERTIFICATIONCERTIFICATION

NOTE NOTE –– Cold Case Prosecution.Cold Case Prosecution.

If an old juvenile case gets solved postIf an old juvenile case gets solved post--

age 18, the former child can be age 18, the former child can be 

certified to stand trial as an adult certified to stand trial as an adult 

under certain circumstances under under certain circumstances under 

TFC 54.02(j).  TFC 54.02(j).  

DETENTION DECISIONSDETENTION DECISIONS

�� There is NO bond or bail for a child in There is NO bond or bail for a child in 

juvenile court.juvenile court.

�� A Child is entitled to quick and regular A Child is entitled to quick and regular 

detention hearings and SHALL be detention hearings and SHALL be 

released EXCEPT under limited released EXCEPT under limited 

circumstances.  See TFC 53.02 and circumstances.  See TFC 53.02 and 

54.01.54.01.

CONFESSIONSCONFESSIONS

�� CCP 38.22 does NOT apply.CCP 38.22 does NOT apply.

�� Must be well versed in the following:Must be well versed in the following:

–– TFC 51.02 (Definition of TFC 51.02 (Definition of ““ChildChild””), ), 

–– TFC 51.09 (Waiver of Rights), TFC 51.09 (Waiver of Rights), 

–– TFC 51.095 (Admissibility of Statement by TFC 51.095 (Admissibility of Statement by 
Child), Child), 

–– TFC 52.02 (Release or Delivery of Child), and TFC 52.02 (Release or Delivery of Child), and 

–– TFC 52.025 (Juvenile Processing Office). TFC 52.025 (Juvenile Processing Office). 

Other Areas that differ Other Areas that differ 

from the Adult systemfrom the Adult system

�� Cases can be referred in custody or out of custody.Cases can be referred in custody or out of custody.

�� How, when, and who can arrest/detain a child (TFC How, when, and who can arrest/detain a child (TFC 

52.01, etc.).52.01, etc.).

�� First Offender Programs (TFC 52.031).First Offender Programs (TFC 52.031).

�� Grand Jury Advisory Opinions (TFC 53.035).Grand Jury Advisory Opinions (TFC 53.035).

JUVENILE SEX OFFENSESJUVENILE SEX OFFENSES

�� No Continuous Sex Abuse of a ChildNo Continuous Sex Abuse of a Child

–– Perpetrator has to be 17 or olderPerpetrator has to be 17 or older

�� Sexual AssaultSexual Assault

�� Aggravated Sexual Assault Aggravated Sexual Assault 

�� Indecency with a ChildIndecency with a Child

�� Indecent ExposureIndecent Exposure

SEXUAL ASSAULTSEXUAL ASSAULT

�� 22.011 TPC22.011 TPC

�� Without the consent of the victim:Without the consent of the victim:
–– Victim is under the age of 17; ORVictim is under the age of 17; OR

–– Force or violence against victim or 3Force or violence against victim or 3rdrd party; party; 

–– Victim is unconscious or physically unable to resist;Victim is unconscious or physically unable to resist;

–– Victim is incapable of understanding situation, due to MH or ID;Victim is incapable of understanding situation, due to MH or ID;

–– Victim is unaware the assault is occurring;Victim is unaware the assault is occurring;

–– Perpetrator intentionally impaired the victim.Perpetrator intentionally impaired the victim.

–– 33--year defense for adults: Perpetrator is not more than 3 years year defense for adults: Perpetrator is not more than 3 years 

older than victim and does not have to register; victim is at older than victim and does not have to register; victim is at 

least 14.least 14.



CONSENTCONSENT

�� Age of consent in Texas is 17Age of consent in Texas is 17

�� 1414--yearyear--olds can consent to activity olds can consent to activity 

with other kids who are 14 years old, with other kids who are 14 years old, 

up to 3 years older.up to 3 years older.

�� Reality is that kids of all ages engage Reality is that kids of all ages engage 

in sexual activity.in sexual activity.

AGG SEXUAL ASSAULT AGG SEXUAL ASSAULT 

�� Victim is younger than 14; ORVictim is younger than 14; OR

�� Perpetrator uses or exhibits a weaponPerpetrator uses or exhibits a weapon

INDECENCY WITH A CHILDINDECENCY WITH A CHILD

�� 21.11 TPC21.11 TPC

�� Fondling or exposure of child under 17;Fondling or exposure of child under 17;

�� With the intent to arouse or gratify the With the intent to arouse or gratify the 

sexual desire of any person.sexual desire of any person.

�� 33--year defense: Perpetrator is not more than 3 year defense: Perpetrator is not more than 3 

years older than victim; of opposite sex; no years older than victim; of opposite sex; no 

force or threats; and does not have to force or threats; and does not have to 

register.register.

INDECENT EXPOSUREINDECENT EXPOSURE

�� 21.08 TPC21.08 TPC

�� Exposure of genitals or anus, with the Exposure of genitals or anus, with the 

intent to arouse or gratify the sexual intent to arouse or gratify the sexual 

desire of any person, and reckless desire of any person, and reckless 

about whether another person (of any about whether another person (of any 

age) is present who would be alarmed age) is present who would be alarmed 

or offended.or offended.

JUVENILE SEX OFFENDER JUVENILE SEX OFFENDER 

REGISTRATIONREGISTRATION
�� 62.351 TCCP62.351 TCCP

�� Defense can file a motion to ask the Judge to consider exemptingDefense can file a motion to ask the Judge to consider exempting

the juvenile from registration.the juvenile from registration.

�� State can agree, or oppose and ask for a registration hearing.State can agree, or oppose and ask for a registration hearing.

�� Burden is on the juvenile to prove by a preponderance that the Burden is on the juvenile to prove by a preponderance that the 

protection of the public would not be increased by registration;protection of the public would not be increased by registration;

OR that any increase in protection of the public is clearly OR that any increase in protection of the public is clearly 

outweighed by the anticipated substantial harm to the juvenile outweighed by the anticipated substantial harm to the juvenile 

and his family caused by registration.and his family caused by registration.

�� Judge can: not require registration; require public registrationJudge can: not require registration; require public registration; ; 

require nonpublic registration; or defer the decision until the require nonpublic registration; or defer the decision until the 

juvenile has a chance to complete treatment.juvenile has a chance to complete treatment.

�� Registration is independent of TJJD commitment.Registration is independent of TJJD commitment.

�� A juvenile can also petition to unA juvenile can also petition to un--register.register.

PROJECT SAFERPROJECT SAFER

�� Diversion program for young children Diversion program for young children 

with sexual behavior problems with sexual behavior problems 

�� Kids ages 10, 11 & 12 and their parentKids ages 10, 11 & 12 and their parent

�� Victim has to approveVictim has to approve

�� 1818--week ageweek age--appropriate, evidenceappropriate, evidence--based based 

counseling program at Lena Pope Homecounseling program at Lena Pope Home

�� Graduation = dismissalGraduation = dismissal



UPCOMING LEGISLATIONUPCOMING LEGISLATION

�� This session, the Texas Legislature is This session, the Texas Legislature is 

focused on:focused on:

–– Juvenile recordsJuvenile records

–– RegionalizationRegionalization

–– Age of Juvenile Court JurisdictionAge of Juvenile Court Jurisdiction

�� Questions?Questions?


